
         

         

     
   

                

  

THE BLAZE  

Having Fun with Our Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs 
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CALENDAR of ACTIVITIES 

 
Axel says,  

“Let’s get off our b---'s and do some fun stuff together!” 

Nov. 30-Dec. 2 Three-day Drafting Trial and Farm 

   Dog Testing-Newhall, CA 

Our Board members are working on  

scheduling testing in these activities: 

Farm Dog       Drafting 

Canine Good Citizen (CGC) 

Trick Dog      Barn Hunt 

Therapy Dog 

 

LET THEM KNOW WHAT YOU WANT TO DO! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Greetings, Members!  

 

Wow! October already and our annual Western Regional Dog show 

successfully behind us! Congratulations on all of the accomplishments; 

there are so many of them!!! Stay tuned for the detailed recap of this 

remarkable event and photos in our next issue. 

 

The  news not able to wait is on our momentum for next year!  Anyone 

interested in getting a jump start on reserving your camping spot at next 

year’s Del Valle dog show, use this link to hold your spaces(s). 

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/4090c45a8ac2da6f85-delvalle3 

 

We have a variety of areas open for new members’ participation and ideas! 

Please contact me if you are interested in getting more involved, either with 

your time or ideas.   Being a part of these roles is an excellent learning 

opportunity. The foundation of what to do and how to be successful has 

been created and catalogued by previous members. The Officers and Board 

are there for you along the way. Do not hesitate to reach out! 

 

Tears mixed with both happiness and sadness were shed at the General 

Meeting and dinner, as we said, “See you after a while…” to Toni 

Killpatrick. Our dog show was her send-off to a new life of adventure, no 

longer in the arena of dogs.  Thank you SO much, Toni, for 

EVERYTHING! We will miss you very much. 

 

Our new website is in production. 

  

We have a variety of new member with puppies and families with whom we 

are excited to make some new memories.  Several of them started off their 

Golden Gate GSMD experience at the Fort Funston gathering on October 

27th. Look for photos on our Facebook page. 

 

Our new Officers and Board are eager to map out an exciting 2019!   Until 

then, enjoy the change of seasons and the Holidays. 

 

707-291-5454 * erinstammer@gmail.com  

    
       

       
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

1  Calendar, Pres’ Letter 11 Nationals   19 Working Dogs  26 New Members 

2  Officers, Objectives 12 Bone Broth   20-21 National Specialty 27 Water Babies 

3  Draft Test   13-14 Puppies   22  Georgia   28 Our Beautiful Friends   

4  Fourth of July  15-16 Congratulations  23 Reba   29 Resources 

5  Dangerous Products 17 Leave It!   24  Trekker      

6 -10 Bad Behavior?  18 Swissies&Buddies  25 Jubilee         

https://www.signupgenius.com/go/4090c45a8ac2da6f85-delvalle3
mailto:erinstammer@gmail.com


 

 

 

  

Dexter 

The objectives of the club shall be: 

To encourage and promote quality in the breeding of Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs  

and to do all possible to bring their natural qualities to perfection. 

 

To urge members and breeders to accept the standard of the breed as approved by  

the American Kennel Club as the only standard of excellence  

by which Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs shall be judged. 

To do all in its power to protect and advance the interests of the breed and to encourage sportsmanlike 

competition at dog shows (obedience and agility trials, drafting and tracking tests). 

To conduct sanctioned matches and specialty shows  

under the rules and regulations of the American Kennel Club. 

To have FUN together with our Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs. 

 

Officers, Board Members and Committees 
President: Erin Stammer 

Vice President: “Mac” Monika McNamara 

Secretary: Jenni Allen 

Treasurer: Julie Vonada 

Board Members: 

Leslie Bryson Carol Bamsch Lisa England 

Paula Robles Toni Killpatrick 

Membership: Susan Robinson 

Ways and Means:  Lisa England 

Awards and Trophies:   Erin Stammer   

 Herding: Carol Bamsch   Drafting: Susan Robinson   Swiss Dog Day: Carol Bamsch 

End of Summer Party: Paula Robles    Pack Hikes: Lisa England 

Clinics & Titles: Julie Vonada 

Calendar:  Rob Blits   

Show Events: Toni Killpatrick 

Working Events:   

Newsletter: Susan Robinson 

Website: “Mac” Monika McNamara   Facebook: Julie Vonada 

Raffle:  Julie Vonada    Coffee Fundraiser:  Heidi Steenstra 

Hospitality: Linda Ridenour 
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Judges: 

Ruth Nielsen 

James Maxwell 

Larry Bohlig 

 

Location: 

Alan & Lisa England 

24756 Golden Oak Lane 

Newhall, CA 91321 

Certified Farm Dog Testing Offered 

Saturday 

Day of Entries Accepted 

For more info/premium, Contact Lisa England at:  
Email: Lisa@silveroakgsmd.com 
Phone:  805-791-9277 
FB: Golden Gate Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Club  

 



              
   

 
 

     
 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                 

                                        

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              

 

           

            

          

 

     
Freddy                              Kait           Murdoch and Georgia 

       
Philo    Toni and Lyle’s 4th Crew    Hans and Heidi 

   
Dixie’s 4th Shades     Susie, Don and Harley Rose 

Zen Pixie    and her Scouts 
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A version of this article was published in the SENN and in the August/September issue of the Working Dog Digest. 
 

Bad Behavior: Bad Dog, or Medical Problem?  
The Influence of Thyroid on Behavior 
 
by Jennifer Logan, PhD 
 
As a long-time pet owner, perhaps you’ve had a beloved old dog that was diagnosed with hypothyroidism (low 
thyroid) and had to take a thyroid hormone supplement. Or maybe you, a friend or a family member have 
experienced this health issue personally. If so, you probably know that hypothyroidism can cause weight gain, 
lethargy, mental dullness, skin problems and hair loss. But what many people – dog owners, breeders and 
veterinarians alike – don’t realize is that low thyroid also can trigger behavior and neurological issues in ordinarily 
stable, well-adjusted dogs1-3. These include but are not limited to: 

• Unexplained aggression 

• Attention deficit 

• Hyperactivity 

• Anxiety 

• Fearfulness/phobias 

• Cognitive disorders 

• Seizures 
 
What’s more, the signs of hypothyroidism range along a spectrum, from undetectable to plainly obvious. That is, 
your dog might exhibit odd and unexplainable behavioral issues well before his coat grows noticeably dull or he 
gains significant weight. This might leave you wondering why your typically well-behaved young dog – who 
admittedly needs to go on a little diet and seems to have some seasonal skin allergies – begins acting irritable or 
lunging toward other dogs on occasion, perhaps at a busy dog show or a raucous dog park. You know that working 
dog breeds can go through difficult adolescent phases, and Boydog is an intact male after all – but still, he’s never 
acted quite like this. He’s usually good with other dogs. And he only behaves this way when he’s over-stimulated or 
encounters an unfamiliar or stressful situation. 
 
Before you conclude – or let others jump to the conclusion for you – that your dog is simply an ass and you are a 
terrible owner, know this: A rule of thumb for seasoned dog people and expert trainers is that any dog exhibiting 
unexplained behavior problems should see a veterinarian for a full thyroid panel to rule out (or in) thyroid 
dysfunction as an underlying cause. Although hypothyroidism and behavioral issues have been linked in humans 
and dogs and humans for more than a century2, it is not the first thing most of us think of when faced with problem 
behavior. Instead, the default is to point to the owner for poor dog management and/or to the breeder for placing 
puppies injudiciously or for “breeding poor temperaments.” Certainly, any of these can be true, and often they do 
contribute to problem behaviors. But before making assumptions and rushing to judgment, why not engage in 
responsible inquiry and advocate for the dog? The first step is to speak with the dog’s veterinarian and request a 
full thyroid panel, to evaluate the possibility of an underlying medical problem. (See Table 1 for an example of the 
recommended full thyroid panel.)  
 
“Laboratory normal” might not be YOUR dog’s normal 
One of the key measures to look at in the canine thyroid panel is the level of “Free T4” hormone (Table 1). Know 
that even if your dog’s Free T4 is in the “low normal” laboratory reference range, it might not be sufficient for your 
dog. The generic laboratory reference range is determined across all 
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dogs, regardless of breed, age or size; therefore, different dogs have different “normals”4. For example, the dog 
whose results are shown in Table 1 is a confident, well-adjusted, intact male Greater Swiss Mountain Dog that 
occasionally acted edgy and irritable toward other dogs, but only in high-stress, high-hormone environments such 
as dog show venues. He had a history of autoimmune thyroiditis, which was found incidentally while doing health 
clearances and was ultimately resolved over time through a single change in diet (no medication), as described 
later in this article. His Free T4 values, though usually on the low end, were never out of normal laboratory 
reference range. The dog’s owner and veterinarian agreed recently to experiment with raising the dog’s Free T4 
from low-normal reference range levels by beginning low-dose supplemental thyroid hormone. Within one week 
of starting the medication, the dog relaxed noticeably, and the edginess and irritability to other dogs resolved. 
Such rapid behavior change and relief of anxiety or phobias – within a few days or weeks of starting supplemental 
thyroid hormone – is observed routinely in treated dogs. This quick, often remarkable, and inexpensive 
improvement underscores the value of running a thyroid panel test earlier than later when investigating problem 
behaviors. 
 
My dog has low thyroid. What caused it? 
Most often, hypothyroidism in dogs is caused by autoimmune thyroiditis, a condition in which the body produces 
antibodies against T4 and T3 thyroid hormones and the protein they are made from, thyroglobulin, effectively 
“knocking out” the amount of thyroid hormone available for the body to use. This condition can have a hereditary 
component (seen in many purebred dog breeds, including Akitas, Doberman Pinschers, Beagles and Golden 
Retrievers5), or it can be caused by environmental influences, including diet6 and effects of spay/neuter7. Note 
that Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs are NOT among the breeds known for having heritable thyroid problems. 
Anecdotally, long-time Swissy breeders report no significant occurrence of thyroid problems in the breed, 
inherited or otherwise, over many generations. This is further supported by a very low reporting rate for thyroid 
issues (9/1168 GSMDs, or less than 0.1%) in the 2013 owner health survey8 conducted by the GSMD Club of 
America with the Orthopedic Foundation for Animals (OFA). 
 
When a thyroid problem crops up in a dog, then, what is the reason? If this happens, the dog’s owner, veterinarian 
and breeder should ask two questions:  
 
(1) Have any other dogs in this animal’s direct line had thyroid problems? 
(2) What is the dog eating? 
 
Let’s take those two questions apart. 
 
(1) Have any other dogs in this animal’s direct line had thyroid problems? 
As with every health issue affecting dogs and humans, the best predictor for disease remains a strong family 
history of the disease. Look in the affected dog’s direct ancestors and siblings: If none have experienced the health 
problem over their lifetimes, then there is little chance that the affected dog has a disease with a heritable cause. 
Be on the lookout for appearance of the issue in less-related dogs in the pedigree as well, but once again, be 
careful not to leap to conclusions. Geneticists and epidemiologists have evaluated inheritance patterns and 
hereditary risk for a wide range of diseases, most notably cancer, in human and animal pedigrees over many years 
and generations. By all measures, appearance of the health issue in one or two less-related individuals in the 
pedigree is insufficient evidence to conclude that the pedigree carries a heritable form of the disease. If the dog’s 
pedigree lacks a notable incidence of thyroid disease among a number of closely 
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related dogs spanning several generations or more, then the next question could prove more informative. 
 
(2) What is the dog eating? 
If the dog is diagnosed with autoimmune thyroiditis and/or hypothyroidism based on laboratory testing of a blood 
sample, the owner, veterinarian and breeder should take a hard look at everything the dog is fed, both regular food 
and supplements. A vast body of research, conducted in people and animals over many decades, has established 
direct links between diet and thyroid health6. Specifically, there is a direct relationship between dietary iodine 
intake and thyroid activity. The body needs iodine to make thyroid hormone, so on the one hand, not enough 
dietary iodine can cause hypothyroidism. On the other hand, too much dietary iodine also can cause 
hypothyroidism, by making the body overproduce thyroid hormones. This can trigger the body’s autoimmune 
response to knock down the excessive amounts. If extended over time, this natural regulating response can turn 
into the chronic disease autoimmune thyroiditis, which can cause hypothyroidism and permanent thyroid damage.  
 
Most dogs get plenty of iodine from a regular diet, whether kibble or a balanced raw diet, and they do not need 
supplemental amounts. In fact, researchers have proposed that commercial kibbles over-supply dietary iodine, 
possibly contributing to the canine thyroid disease burden. Many commercial kibble recipes include supplemental 
potassium iodide, and some manufacturers list it in the ingredients on the kibble bag. 
 
The iodine-induced autoimmune response and resulting hypothyroidism is well known in humans and animals6. It 
has been seen recently in one well-documented case with a Greater Swiss Mountain Dog*. In this case, the 
autoimmune response was linked clearly to addition of an iodine-rich kelp (seaweed) supplement to the dog’s diet 
over an extended period of time, beginning at a young age. There was no clinical history of thyroid disease in the 
dog’s pedigree, and the dog’s littermate, parents, two of four grandparents and other relatives tested as OFA 
Thyroid Normal at ages ranging from two to almost 10 years. Removing the kelp supplement from the dog’s diet, 
with no other diet changes or medications, produced nearly immediate (within two weeks) improvements in 
behavior, skin/coat and weight/metabolism. Repeated thyroid testing over the next year showed a gradual 
decrease in thyroid antibodies, resulting in an OFA status change from “Compensative Autoimmune Thyroiditis” to 
“Equivocal” to “Normal,” again with no medications or diet changes other than the removal of kelp supplement 
(Table 2). The dog’s behavior and skin/coat quality over time have corresponded with its Free T4 levels, with “low 
normal” range corresponding to occasional irritability toward other dogs, mild flaky skin and a duller coat; higher 
values have corresponded to a more relaxed, focused animal, lack of skin flakiness and a shinier coat. For this 
Swissy, feeding a seemingly benign dietary supplement demonstrably produced adverse behavioral and health 
impacts that, while ultimately addressed effectively, caused damage that will require lifelong medical management.  
 
Kibble recipes and dietary supplements: Buyer beware 
Along with addition of iodine (potassium iodide) to many commercial kibble recipes, iodine-rich kelp (seaweed) is a 
common ingredient in many dog supplements, particularly those designed for coat and joint health. Kelp is also 
marketed as a way to keep dogs’ teeth clean. Finally, some suggest feeding kelp to darken lip or nose pigment in 
young Swissies and other breeds. (Darkening of skin pigment, incidentally, also is a hallmark of canine 
hypothyroidism9.) Let the buyer beware! Feeding a straight kelp supplement at the amounts recommended for the 
dog’s weight would not be thought 



 

  
 
 

to cause a thyroid issue, according to nutritional guidelines standardized across all dog breeds. But it did, and the 
science does not lie. Swissies and other purebred dogs are not “all dog breeds,” and your dog’s metabolism might 
not adhere to the generic guidelines given in a textbook. 
 
Listen to your dog, and keep it simple 
To conclude, it is impossible to emphasize enough that canine behavior problems can stem from undetected health 
issues, particularly hypothyroidism. If you are struggling to explain or manage your dog’s behavior, do not hesitate 
to contact your dog’s veterinarian and request a full thyroid panel. Trust your gut on this one, because you know 
your dogs, and you are their best and sometimes only advocate. If the veterinarian discounts your request without 
offering fact-based rationale, consider getting a second opinion from a practitioner who is willing to inquire further 
on your dog’s behalf.  
 
Another rule of thumb: Keep it simple with your dog’s diet. Less is more. For example, Greater Swiss Mountain 
Dogs were historically farm dogs, subsisting on meats, dairy, eggs and grains, along with the occasional rabbit or 
squirrel that was slow enough for a Swissy to catch. Stick to basic-ingredient, medium-quality kibbles, preferably 
without supplemental potassium iodide and high amounts of phytoestrogen-containing soybeans, peas, chickpeas, 
flaxseed or oats. (Studies have shown that phytoestrogens can increase blood T4 hormone levels and also have 
linked phytoestrogens to infertility10.) Consider steering clear of grain-free foods that use fancy substitute 
carbohydrate sources. Avoid supplements, such as iodine-rich kelp (seaweed), that simply do not belong in a dog’s 
natural diet.  
 
Finally, be in tune with your dog, and keep notes over time. Learn to recognize when she’s telling you she feels 
“off,” and resist dismissing the message right away as adolescent behavior, poor temperament or mismanagement. 
These wonderful dogs are always communicating with us, letting us know in their own ways when things are good, 
and when something is amiss. When they are lucky, we listen. 
 
Jennifer Logan, PhD, earned her doctorate in human genetics from the University of Utah and has more than 25 
years’ career experience in genetic and biomedical research. Currently she works as a medical writer, specializing in 
molecular diagnostic and prognostic clinical research, and lives with her husband and three Greater Swiss Mountain 
Dogs. 
 
*Full disclosure: It is the author’s dog. OFA Thyroid test results for this dog are posted in the public OFA canine 
health database at ofa.org (accession #WS48069103). Details available upon request; email jen@redrockgsmd.com 
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Procedure  Reference Range Units 

Free T4 by dialysis 20 [6-42] pmol/L 

Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH)  [0.00-0.58] Ng/mL 

 
Thyroglobulin Autoantibody (TGAA) 

 
9 

<10% Negative 
10-25% Inconclusive 

>25% Positive 

 
% 

OFA Classification See Below   

Total Thyroxine (T4) 36 [11-60] nmol/L 

Total Triiodothyronine (T3) 1.4  nmol/L 

T4 Autoantibody (T4AA) 8 [0-20] % 

T3 Autoantibody (T3AA) 3 [0-10] % 

    
OFA CLASSIFICATION = NORMAL             6-18-2018 MRN WS48069103 

 
Kent R. Refsal, DVM, PhD 
Professor, Endocrinology 
Michigan State University 
 

Table 1. Example full OFA thyroid panel. Recent report for a Greater Swiss Mountain 
Dog, tested by the Michigan State University Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory 
(www.animalhealth.msu.edu). The recommended full thyroid panel measures Free T4, 
Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH), Total Thyroxine (T4), Total Triiodothyronine (T3), 
Thyroglobulin Autoantibody (TGAA), T4 Autoantisbody (T4AA), and T3 Autoantibody 
(T3AA). 

 
# Test Date Age (Months) Final Conclusion 

1 Aug 15 2016 24 COMPENSATIVE AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS 

2 Jun 5 2017 33 COMPENSATIVE AUTOIMMUNE THYROIDITIS 

3 Nov 16 2017 39 EQUIVOCAL 

4 Feb 8 2018 41 EQUIVOCAL 

5 Jun 18 2018 46 NORMAL - SMH-TH149/46M-VPI 

Table 2. OFA Thyroid classification over time for an intact male Greater Swiss Mountain 
Dog. Five OFA Thyroid tests were conducted between August 2016 and June 2018. The 
dog was started on a regular, manufacturer-recommended weight-appropriate amount 
of a kelp-based dietary supplement at least one year prior to Test #1. The supplement 
was ceased in early July 2017, just after Test #2. The dog had no other diet changes 
between June 2017 and present, and it was not medicated for thyroid disease at any 
point in its life prior to the date of Test #5. Posted at ofa.org; accession #WS48069103. 
For OFA Thyroid classification details, see https://www.ofa.org/diseases/other-
diseases/hypothyroidism 
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Struttin’ Our Stuff at GSMDCA Nationals 

 

   
Boss Krieschel—Best Bred By       Slugger Krieschel    Bruce Detore and Brutus 

 

     
Holly Webb and Echo   Rocco Schottinger Fink and Tina Bailey  Alex E. Paradis with Jager DeGrendele 

 

     
Kim Woollard and Koda Allen              Allison Burns Woods and Drouhin  Megan Lewis and Norman Logan -Borst 

 

      
Rory Lewis and Lain Louise Logan-Borst/Lewis           Paul Kantor and Bruno                       Julie and Fredrick Vonada 

 
 

For more GSMDCA National Specialty Photos, see page 20. 
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Brutus Detore                                   Remy Ching’s 10th Birthday 

 

   
                  Philo  

                                           

                          
                                                       Glory 

  

 

   
                  Isley 

    

  

     
Roxy post CCL surgery           Norman and his Nubs 
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WE HAVE PUPPIES!  

Treensea GSMD     1 male, 4 females born 8-22-18 

         
    Sire: CH treeNsea’s Batman’s a Humdinger  “Batman”       Dam:  Treensea’s Freedom Fighter “Boom Boom” 

 
CHUNK born 8-31-18 

                
Sire: Int/Nat CH GCH CH Alpinez England’s Silver Oak NDD, TKN, CGCA, WPD, RATE, HCT, aka “Brig” 

Dam: Int/Nat CH CH CedarCoves Princess of England’s Isadore-Able TKN, CGC, NWPD, RATE, aka “Issie” 
 

Timber Ridge’s Pacific Piper-Come Fly with Me  PIPER 

     
 Sire: CH treeNsea’s Batman’s a Humdinger  “Batman”     Dam: CH Liberty Run’s Journey of Zeeva CDk, RA, NDD, CGCA, TKN “Zeeva” 
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Stop asking me how I’m doing. 

You know damn well I’m tired, hungry and need chocolate and a bottle of wine 

delivered by puppies. 



 
   

AND MORE PUPPIES…  

Quartz Mountain Once in a Lifetime   SAMSON     born 8-20-18 

 
      Sire:  GCH Bit-a-Swissy’s Double Shot for Sun Haven “Ruger”     Dam:  BISS GCHB Alpinez Precious Silver “Mia” 

Bred by Kelly A. Stover and Alison Burns Woods 
 

Snowy Mountain’s “Double O” Litter / Redrock “One” Litter 
Snowy Mountain Redrock One Heart ARETHA and Snowy Mountain Redrock One Love BOB       born 8-19-18 

                
Sire:  BISS GCHB Bruno Mars Star Quarterworld          Dam:  CH Snowy Mountain’s Irresistable Ivy 

Breeders Norm & Dalena Christensen, Jennifer Logan, Steve Borst 
 

 

Saddlepeaks Lone Star WYATT born 3/31/18 lives with breeder Jeanie Budin-Smithers. 

                
     Sire: Grand Sieger BIS IntlCH/Am CH Rodeo’s All About Murdoch a Soldier of Fortune RN FDC THD RATN CGCA CGCU TKI HIT WPD 

WWD “Murdoch”                                
Dam:  GCH Mountain High’s Shining Star of Saddlepeak 
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CONGRATULATIONS!      

Lisa and Alan England (Silver Oak GSMD) Happy Moments 

         
(Center) Sixteen-month old IntCH Pine Grove England’s Hat Trick TKN CGC RATI “Bauer” and Alan England won the Working group and 

Best in Show at the IABCA show in Chino 120-6-18.   (Right) Brig took Best of Breed at Woofstock in Vallejo and also (Left) made his first 
Therapy Dog visit as a senior assixted living center in Ventura, CA.  He has a Halloween-costume visit scheduled in late October. 

 
Up north in Miranda, Kim and Glenn Gradin  (Timber Ridge GSMD) celebrate the successes of Cayenne and Zeeva. 

          
Cayenne won her first two points at Woofstock and then 7 month-old Cayenne (Liberty Run’s Cayenne Pepper-She’s Hot!) took her first 

3 point major, with Winners Bitch and Best Opposite 
 

ZEEVA IS A NEW CHAMPION! 

      
CH Liberty Run’s Journey of Zeeva CD RA NDD CGCA TKN earned her championship on August 24, 2018  

Santa Cruz Kennel Club (Mensona) Judge Mrs. Terry L. Berrios 
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MORE CONGRATULATIONS! 

Kelly Stover (Quartz Mountain  GSMD) has been working on Emmie’s and Sophie’s drafting skill.   
They earned their Novice Brace title in January.  Sophie got her Advanced Novice Draft Dog in April 2018.     

                 
BISS GCHB CH Alpinez Precious Silver “Emmie”  got both Advanced Novice Draft Dog and Draft Dog in July 2018. 

 

NEW CHAMPION Fredrick 
Int/NatCH CH RamsGate's Sparkler CD BN RA NWPD NDD CGCA CGCU RATN TKN VGS 

   

A WORKING DOG STORY-FREDRICK EARNED HIS VGS 
To earn his VGS, Fredrick got titles in obedience, pack hike, champion, and at nationals he received his GSMD drafting title! At 

Nationals, he also received 2 more legs for his weight-pull title and another leg for his Rally Excellent. He participated in team Rally 

at Nationals--we got  a pretty first place ribbon for that!  Fredrick also received an award for being #3 in obedience for 2017, which 

was a happy surprise for us! We are not done! We are going to try finishing a weight pull leg in Pleasanton, completing his Rally 

excellent title down the road and looking forward to our next adventures in FastCat, tracking, more barn hunts,  

and whatever else I can find to do with him! 
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Fredrick’s road to championship started with Toni Killpatrick, who got his 
first point. Linda Kinoshita got his first major. 

Baby Boy and I got the rest of the 10 points, finishing with back to back 
majors at Lost Hills.    

We took time off from conformation to do all the 'working' dog stuff.  
Fredrick loves to work, and we were able to add a few more letters on 

the back side of his name!   
Frank Vonada, thank you for supporting me.   

A gigantic thank you to Michele Slate and Toni Killpatrick for your 
support and love and, in my opinion, breeding a super extraordinary dog! 

 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006835335525&fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/linda.kinoshita.96?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/frank.vonada?fref=mentions
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https://www.rover.com/blog/teaching-your-dog-a-super-strength-leave-it-command/ 

8 Steps to Teaching Your Dog a Super-Strength “Leave It” Command    Shoshi Parks 

Daisy’s dog walker was desperate when she called me. “I love Daisy,” she said, “but I can’t stop her from chasing joggers and bikers.” 

 

For Daisy, chasing a moving target was all in good fun. It was more than fun, it was instinct. As a border collie, Daisy was just doing a job 

she was genetically hardwired to do! Unfortunately for city-dog Daisy, humans, no matter how fast they are moving, are not farm animals 

and her walker was at her wit’s end. 

 

For a dog that chases moving objects, a standard recall, even a strong one, may not be helpful. “Come” has one meaning to a dog, “come 

back to me!.” It doesn’t communicate the most crucial information that a dog in hot pursuit of fun might need: “leave that thing alone!”  

There is a cue, though, that does the job and does it well: “Leave it!” 

 

“Leave it” is one of the most valuable cues to teach a dog, and one of my favorites to train. It means not only leave alone that gross thing 

on the sidewalk or that approaching pup; a strong “leave-it” acts like a superman-level recall for a dog that loves to chase. 

How to build your own super-strength “Leave It” by grade level 
Kindergarten: Start with a treat under the toe of your shoe (make sure your dog can’t snatch it). Let your dog sniff, lick and paw the toe 

of your shoe. Patiently wait until they get bored and give up. 
The moment they turn away from your shoe, mark it with a word (“YES”) or clicker and reward your dog with a treat from your hand—

never the treat you’ve just asked them to leave alone. Repeat 5 times. 

Next, add your cue. Say “Leave it!” firmly when your dog first notices the treat under your toe. Reward them from your hand when they 

turn away. Repeat 5 times. 

1st Grade: Put a treat on the floor and hover your toe nearby. Immediately ask your dog to “leave it.” If they go for it, smash the treat with 

your toe. If he leaves it, reward with a treat from your hand. Repeat. 

2nd Grade: Drop a treat from a few inches off the floor. Ask your dog to “leave it” as you drop. If they do, reward from your hand. If your 

dog doesn’t leave it, return to 1st grade. 

3rd Grade: Gently roll a treat or toy behind you between your legs. Ask your dog to leave it right when you release the object. Mark and 

reward if your dog leaves it. Repeat. 

4th Grade: Continue your 3rd grade exercise but exaggerate your movements, throwing the object farther, faster and in different 

directions. Repeat. 

5th Grade: In advance (or with a friend), plant some interesting treats or toys along a common walking route. Walk by, asking your dog to 

leave each object and reward when they turn away. If this is too tough, start in a quiet location like a backyard. Repeat. 

6th Grade: Start using your “leave it” on regular leashed walks. Try it first in quieter areas, asking your dog to “leave it” when you see 

anything interesting on the ground or approaching you. At this stage you want to always reward for your dog’s response to the cue. Work 

up to busier, more exciting walks. 

The key is to ask your dog to “leave it” when they first notice and begin moving towards a target. 

7th Grade: Try your “leave it” cue in a quiet off-leash area. You can try throwing a toy or simply ask your dog to leave alone things like 

other dogs and birds. The key is to ask your dog to “leave it” when they first notice and begin moving towards a target. If you say the cue 

too late (i.e., once your dog has gotten close to the target), your cue is less likely to work. 

If your dog fails to respond, calmly leash them and stand still, holding them close to you for 30 seconds to 1 minute. Failure to respond to 

your cue results in temporary removal of your dog’s freedom. 

High School: Try your “leave it” cue when your dog is off leash at a dog park or active off-leash area. Remember to say your cue when your 

dog first goes for something (not when they are fully in the middle of a chase) and to give them a short time out if they fail to respond. 

 

Bottom line, you won’t regret teaching your dog this vitally important command. And it’s not as hard as it seems! 

 

https://www.rover.com/blog/teaching-your-dog-a-super-strength-leave-it-command/
https://www.rover.com/blog/author/shoshi/


                                                                                                                                               
 
 

 
 

 
  
 

  

 

Swissies and Their Buddies 

    
  Rory and Lain Louise  Rocco and Ella Going to Nationals   Cayenne, Draven, Zeeva 

                           
Maya, Bailey, Lucy and Luna     Luna and Her Buddy – Santa Cruz 

            
Allen Neighborhood Watch   Maggie and Tucker  Hamish and His Cat 

     

Brig and Lisa at Woofstock   Casey and Boss Krieschel   Bruno and His New Brother 
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WORKING DOGS 

    

Lucy Springer-Guarding Plants    Heidi,   Flower Girl     Philo Fighting Sticks        Packin’ Brutus 

                   

Bruno Protection Agency       Murdoch Guarding Cookies       Liddy Herding Alpacas  

     

Dixie Delivering  Patients’ Books   Zeeva Pulling Milo   Hans Ringbearer 

        

 Norman Pack Hiking              Charlie Hernandez -Get Off My Property!              Koda Lehman Scouting the Terrain                          
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Welcome to the 2018 Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Club of America National & 
Independent Specialties!  September 17-20, 2018 / Farmington, UT 

 
PACK HIKE 

Beautiful morning for a pack hike on the Union Pacific Rail Trail, Wanship UT. Norman earned a Working Pack Dog Excellent qualifying 
leg today.   Petra/George, Brutus/Bruce and Dawn/Annika also earned pack hike title legs, and Stella/Casey joined us for the morning. 

Congrats to all!   Not pictured because they were taking pictures: Maud Velders and Yvonne Schoeber.   

     

DRAFT TRIALS 

 
RALLY 

Here is the 1st place Rally Team from the Nationals. Frederick, Shay, Dashy, and Sierra. Guest handler Julie Franklin handled Sierra.  
Julie Vonada handled the great Fredrick. The other teams didn't stand a chance. — 

   
See more National Specialty photos on p. 11. 

Disclaimer:  Most photos here are ones 
found on Facebook.  Very few members 
sent photos of the event. 

https://www.facebook.com/MaudVe?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAApitH7ezbvhWiLvxge1ahIurThC4walZpv0OAQ-bHiRVWPrwaBTSZzBDU08lzJnRimIc93sj5kdQ_aEjbIPf2kclNlRum_q9kaBKzddTnZtdsFNHaS-rBTByhTfMLh9wpPVxBhRXTQrPgsxdrHVPyHTv3gYC28UuITf2NlWZxGj9U-LgOwPzVhx-X6tvnzFNWrpdg-xhOaCJ_g-LDVg&__tn__=K-RH-R
https://www.facebook.com/MaudVe?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAApitH7ezbvhWiLvxge1ahIurThC4walZpv0OAQ-bHiRVWPrwaBTSZzBDU08lzJnRimIc93sj5kdQ_aEjbIPf2kclNlRum_q9kaBKzddTnZtdsFNHaS-rBTByhTfMLh9wpPVxBhRXTQrPgsxdrHVPyHTv3gYC28UuITf2NlWZxGj9U-LgOwPzVhx-X6tvnzFNWrpdg-xhOaCJ_g-LDVg&__tn__=K-RH-R
https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.schoeber.1?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAApitH7ezbvhWiLvxge1ahIurThC4walZpv0OAQ-bHiRVWPrwaBTSZzBDU08lzJnRimIc93sj5kdQ_aEjbIPf2kclNlRum_q9kaBKzddTnZtdsFNHaS-rBTByhTfMLh9wpPVxBhRXTQrPgsxdrHVPyHTv3gYC28UuITf2NlWZxGj9U-LgOwPzVhx-X6tvnzFNWrpdg-xhOaCJ_g-LDVg&__tn__=K-RH-R
https://www.facebook.com/yvonne.schoeber.1?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARAApitH7ezbvhWiLvxge1ahIurThC4walZpv0OAQ-bHiRVWPrwaBTSZzBDU08lzJnRimIc93sj5kdQ_aEjbIPf2kclNlRum_q9kaBKzddTnZtdsFNHaS-rBTByhTfMLh9wpPVxBhRXTQrPgsxdrHVPyHTv3gYC28UuITf2NlWZxGj9U-LgOwPzVhx-X6tvnzFNWrpdg-xhOaCJ_g-LDVg&__tn__=K-RH-R


 

 

 

 

 

  

 

ELLA at NATIONALS 
Ella had a blast at Nationals, shown by Tina Bailey, our breeder.   

She won best Junior Grand Maturity and Best of Winners at the all breed show (a 4 point major!).   Joanne Schottinger 

     
 

WEIGHT PULL 

     
Rodeo and Allison  Brutus and Bruce  Bruno and Paul 

                    

TOP 20 “PEOPLE’S CHOICE”     LIVING IT UP AT NATIONALS 

  
Jennifer Logan and Norman Mike and Janette, Toni, Casey, Camille, Jenni, Kelly, Lisa and Julie
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We had so much fun at the weight pull last night. Sonoma pulled 

for the second time and earned her 10x Leg for 910# nice job, 

kid.   Arbor went full beastmode, pulling 2350# for about 27x her 

body weight. She worked so hard and loved every second of it. It's 

hard to get her hooked up to the cart before she starts going. At 

one point last night, before she was hooked up, she pushed me 

the entire way and I could do nothing but hold on for the full 15'. 

Camille Sybert 



 

               

 

 

  
Faulforns Georgia On My Mind

With a broken heart, I say that Georgia didn’t make it to her 11th birthday.   
A piece of my heart left me today.   Run free, baby girl.   

10/17/2001 – 10/1/2018.  

          
 

             
 

Earlier in the month, Andie celebrated Georgia’s birthday, saying, “Happy almost 11th birthday to my girl.  

“The 17th of October seems to far away so we are celebrating early.   

Thank you, Mountain Dog Cookie Company, for blessing Georgia with her last birthday celebration.   

She is from my one and only litter of Sullivan x Samantha, my first two Swissies.   

She has been a blessing since the first day she came into my world.   

She is kind, goofy and loving.  She never met a stranger or another dog she did not like.   

Georgia is the last of my foundation and has brightened my world.   

So, as long as she is here, I will cherish every moment.   Happy Birthday, Georgia!” 
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REBA 
 TreenSea’s Sure Better for Alki 

 
         

 I’ve been putting off writing this because my heart is still broken.   
A month ago, we lost our beautiful Reba (TreenSea’s Sure Better for Alki).   

We were her second family after Toni Killpatrick brought her into our lived at nearly 7.   
We told everyone that we were her retirement home. 

She was a gorgeous diva who knew her own mind.  She was also loving and goofy and very protective when I needed her to be. 
We miss her terribly.  She was just short of her 12th birthday, so she had a long and healthy life. 

It was only really the last couple of months that she started having a difficult time. 
We are so grateful for having her in our lives.  We loved her so. 

 
Shelly (King) and John Schuur. 
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 March 25, 2008 – June 5, 2018 

       
Trekker finally took a trail that we cannot follow.   

He will hike and play, free of his recent encumbrances,  
and his unbroken spirit will soar to experience new adventures, as he so dearly loves to do. 

Marie, Alex, our daughter, and I are unable to stem our flow of tears at his passing across the rainbow bridge,  
but our hearts know that those tears contain an abundance of memories of the joy he gave us through the sharing of his life with us. 

Trekker has sole possession of a part of our hearts and I will see him in my mind’s eye,  
ready to roam, eager to meet new friends, and happily anticipating another adventure.   

Let’s GO! 

Rob, Marie and Alex Blits 
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With broken hearts we want to share with you that we lost our sweet, sweet Jubilee on Sunday.   
I haven’t been able to write this until now.   

We came home from church to find her bloated.   
We went to the emergency vet and made the almost impossible decision not to do the surgery.   

We held her as she slipped away.   
We think there may have been something else going on: we noticed that she was panting a lot the last few days.  

I was going to make a vet appointment to see if she might have been in pain or dealing with a heart issue.   
Words can’t describe how much we and Hamish miss her.   

Jubilee was the best dog.  Our home and hearts feel very empty.   
Hug your pups in her memory. 

 
Dave & Leslie & Hamish 
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LET’S WELCOME OUR NEW MEMBERS! 

   
Boone Dewar lives in Pescadero with Whitney Dewar and Greg Rocher. 

       
        Cassie                          Cassie-Best Puppy in Specialty        Cassie, Tammi and Freya 

Cassie and Freya Escalle live in Oak Harbor WA with Tammi. 

     
“Miss Jackson” Whispering Palm’s Luna de Libertad lives in San Francisco with Peter Socarras. 

     
Jetty (formerly Bob)  Snowy Mountain Redrock One Love lives in Anaheim CA with Garrick and Jennifer Faulk. 
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 Axel “Let’s run!”   Norman-Lake Michigan   Lucy Gould   Dexter at the beach
 

     
Freddy catching a wave   Harley Rose  Dixie and Freddy 

 

         
 It was such a good day! 

Nakota      Bamsch Crew at Beach     Axel 
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OUR BEAUTIFUL FRIENDS 

 

               
Luna Manunjathaiah                            Bruno                           Freddie  

  

     
Koda Allen  Glory   Zeeva  

      

        
Hans   Walter Ching       Lucy Gould 
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INFORMATIONAL SITES to VISIT 

(Click to get there.) 

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Club Facebook  

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Club of America:   

Golden Gate GSMD Facebook Page 

 

Visit our club website:  

        www.goldengategsmdc.com/ 

On Facebook?--Have some fun with your photos. 
SWISSY UNO 

Want to travel with your Swissy? 
DOG TREKKER 

   

 

SIGNS OF DOG SICKNESS 

Signs start with a change in your pet's routine behavior and attitude. 

              Watch for: 

    Decreased energy or activity level 

    Changes in appetite or water intake 

    Changes in behavior: hiding, refusing to play, becoming  

    Vomiting, diarrhea or straining to urinate or defecate 

    Poor coat quality, patchy hair loss or excessive scratching 

    Weight loss 

    Foul order coming from the mouth, ears or skin 

    Abnormal whining or crying 

          Toni Killpatrick 
           
                       Kallie               Cayenne                       Koda 
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/2210909824/
http://www.gsmdca.org/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Golden-Gate-Greater-Swiss-Mountain-Dog-Club/152886728058400
http://www.goldengategsmdc.com/
http://www.goldengategsmdc.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/SwissyUno/
http://www.dogtrekker.com/
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